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International Financial Management is a well-known term in today’s world and it is also 
known as international finance. It means financial management in an international 
business environment. It is different because of the different currency of different 
countries, dissimilar political situations, imperfect markets, diversified opportunity sets.  
International Financial Management came into being when the countries of the world 
started opening their doors for each other. This phenomenon is well known by the name 
of “liberalization”. Due to the open environment and freedom to conduct business in any 
corner of the world, entrepreneurs started looking for opportunities even outside their 
country boundaries.   International financial management is to maximize shareholder 
wealth and to identify the main goal of the Multinational Corporation and conflicts with 
that goal. There are many sources through which a company can increase its capital by 
doing business in foreign countries through foreign companies.  

INTRODUCTION 

International Financial Management is a well-known term in today’s world and it is also 
known as international finance. It means financial management in an international 
business environment. It is different because of the different currency of different 
countries, dissimilar political situations, imperfect markets, diversified opportunity sets.  
Reduce risks and fluctuations in earnings and cash flows by making the diversity in 
geography and currency work in its favour. This phenomenon is well known by the name 
of “liberalization”. Due to the open environment and freedom to conduct business in any 
corner of the world, entrepreneurs started looking for opportunities even outside their 
country boundaries. The spark of liberalization was further aired by swift progression in 
telecommunications and transportation technologies that too with increased accessibility 
and daily dropping prices. Apart from everything else, we cannot forget the contribution 
of financial innovations such as currency derivatives; cross-border stock listings, multi-
currency bonds and international mutual funds. The resultant of liberalization and 
technology advancement is today’s dynamic international business environment. 
Financial management for a domestic business and an international business is as 
dramatically different as the opportunities in the two. The meaning and objective of 
financial management do not change in international financial management but the 
dimensions and dynamics change drastically. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

� To maximize shareholder wealth. 

Abstract 
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� To identify the main goal of the multinational corporation and conflicts with that 
goal 

� To describe the key theories that justify international business 
� To explain the common methods used to conduct international business 
� To describe goals for international financial management. 

SOURCES OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

There are many sources through which a company can increase its capital by doing 
business in foreign countries through foreign companies: 

Licensing 

license means to give permission. a license may be granted by a party (licensor) to 
another party (licensee) as a element of an agreement between those parties.  A license 
may be issued by authorities, to allow an activity that would otherwise be forbidden. it 
may require paying a fee and/or proving a capability. the requirement may also serve to 
keep the authorities informed on a type of activity, and to give them the opportunity to set 
conditions and limitations. 

Franchising 

Franchising is the practice of selling the right to use a firm’s successful business model. 
for the franchisor, the franchise is an alternative to building ‘chain stores’ to distribute 
goods that avoids the investments and liability of a chain. The franchisors success 
depends on the success of the franchisees.  The franchisee is said to have a greater 
incentive than a direct employee because he or she has a direct stake in the business.  The 
franchisor is a supplier who allows an operator, or a franchisee, to use the supplier’s 
trademark and distribute the supplier’s goods. In return, the operator pays the supplier a 
fee. 

Subsidiaries and Acquisitions 

A subsidiary is a company that is completely or partly owned by another corporation that 
owns more than half of the subsidiary’s stock and which normally acts as a holding 
corporation which at least partly or a parent corporation, wholly controls the activities 
and policies of the daughter corporation.  Mergers and acquisitions are both aspects of 
corporate strategy, corporate finance and management dealing with the buying, selling, 
dividing and combining of different companies and similar entities that can help an 
enterprise grow rapidly in its sector or location of origin, or a new field or new location, 
without creating a subsidiary, other child entity or using a joint venture. 

Strategic Alliances 

A strategic alliance is an agreement between two or more parties to pursue a set of agreed 
upon objectives needed while remaining independent organizations. A strategic alliance 
will usually fall short of a legal partnership entity, agency, or corporate affiliate 
relationship. Typically, two companies form a strategic alliance when each possesses one 
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or more business assets or have expertise that will help the other by enhancing their 
businesses. Strategic alliances can develop in outsourcing relationships where the parties 
desire to achieve long-term win-win benefits and innovation based on mutually desired 
outcomes. 

Exporting 

When companies export products or services, long payment terms can often create 
working capital challenges. The up-front cost of producing, shipping and delivering the 
goods can be tricky for businesses to manage. Export finance helps businesses release 
working capital from cross-border or domestic trade transactions that would otherwise be 
tied-up in invoices or purchase orders (for up to 180 days). Export finance is specialist 
finance that can help a company to grow and increase trade. 

NATURE AND SCOPE OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT  

Like any finance function, international finance, the finance function of a 
multinational firm has two functions namely, treasury and control. The treasurer is 
responsible for financial planning analysis, fund acquisition, investment financing, cash 
management, investment decision and risk management. On the other hand, controller 
deals with the functions related to external reporting, tax planning and management, 
management information system, financial and management accounting, budget planning 
and control, and accounts receivables etc.  

For maximizing the returns from investment and to minimize the cost of finance, 
the firms has to take portfolio decision based on analytical skills required for this 
purpose. Since the firm has to raise funds from different financial markets of the world, 
which needs to actively exploit market imperfections and the firm’s superior forecasting 
ability to generate purely financial gains. The complex nature of managing international 
finance is due to the fact that a wide variety of financial instruments, products, funding 
options and investment vehicles are available for both reactive and proactive 
management of corporate finance.  

Multinational finance is multidisciplinary in nature, while an understanding of 
economic theories and principles is necessary to estimate and model financial decisions, 
financial accounting and management accounting help in decision making in financial 
management at multinational level. 5 Because of changing nature of environment at 
international level, the knowledge of latest changes in force rates, volatility in capital 
market, interest rate fluctuations, macro level charges, micro level economic indicators, 
savings, consumption pattern, interest preference, investment behavior of investors, 
export and import trends, competition, banking sector performance, inflationary trends, 
demand and supply conditions etc. is required by the practitioners of international 
financial management.  

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIFFERENT FROM THE 
DOMESTIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT  

1- The worldwide scale of operations makes the information requirements greater.  
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2- The Communications, planning, control and coordination needs are also greater. 

3-  Different currencies are involved and their relationship change with changing 
economic, financial and political developments.  

4- The cultural, social and political factors are different in various countries of the 
world; adoption to their different Environments requires that firms have different 
rules for different parts of their operation.  

5- The problems of measurement of performances are complicated by the different 
circumstances of Individual foreign subsidiaries. 

6- The terms and conditions of financial and Its availability are subject to continuous 
change, presenting new opportunities and risks.  

7- The proper balance between centralization and decentralization of strategies, 
policies and operation is more difficult to achieve in International operation. 

GOALS OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT  

Goals act as motivators, serve as the standards for measuring performance, help in 
coordination of multiplicity of tasks, facilitate in identifying inter departmental 
relationships and so on. The goals can be classified as official goals, operative goals and 
operational goals. 

1. The official goals are the general objective of any organization. They include 
mechanism of ROI and market value of the firms.  

2. The operative goals indicate the actual efforts taken by an organization to 
implement various plans, policies and norms.  

3. The operational goals are more directed, quantitative and verifiable. In fine, it 
can be inferred that the official, operative and operational goals are set with a pyramidal 
shape, the official goals at the helm of affairs (concerned with top level executives) 
operative goals at the middle level and operational goals at the lower level.  

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT  

The objective of an MNC is to maximize the value/wealth of the shareholders. 
Shareholders of an MNC are spread all over the globe. Financial executives in MNCs 
many a time have to take decisions that conflict with the objective of maximizing 
shareholders wealth. It has been observed that as foreign operations of a firm expand and 
diversify, managers of these foreign operations become much concerned about their 
respective subsidiaries and are tempted to make decisions that maximize the value of 
their subsidiaries. These managers tend to operate independently of the MNC parent and 
view their subsidiary its single, separate units. Thus when a conflict of goals occurs 
between the managers and the shareholders, then ‘agency problem’ starts. 
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Further, the goal of wealth maximization looks simple but when it is to be 
achieved in different circumstances and environment then MNCs are various strategies to 
prevent this conflict. The simplest solution is to reward the financial managers according 
to their contribution to the MNCs as a whole on a regular basis. Another alternative may 
be to fire managers responsible for not taking into account the goal of the parent 
company or probably give them less compensation/reward. Here, a holistic view of 
wealth maximization should be followed rather than a narrow approach.  

Theoretically speaking, manager of an MNC should take decisions in accordance 
with the latest changes/challenges from/in the environment. There may be multiplicity of 
currency and associated unique risks a manager of an MNC has to face. A well 
diversified MNC can actually reduce risks and fluctuations in earnings and cash flows by 
making the diversity in geography and currency work in its favour. 

CONCLUSION 

International Financial Management came into being when the countries of the 
world started opening their doors for each other. It helps to maximize shareholder wealth. 
There are many sources through which a company can increase its capital by doing 
business in foreign countries through foreign companies. The treasurer is responsible for 
financial planning analysis, fund acquisition, investment financing, cash management, 
investment decision and risk management. The goals can be classified as official goals, 
operative goals and operational goals. Theoretically speaking, manager of an MNC 
should take decisions in accordance with the latest changes/challenges from/in the 
environment.  International Financial Management is more than better to Domestic 
Financial Management. 
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